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Abstract: Mobile Authentication framework for payment transaction using an application is tremendously increased. Mobile applications have brought 
huge impact to businesses, social, and lifestyle in recent years simultaneously succeeds in security robustness and maintains the usage convenience 
within insecure public communication networks. Many online banking services are developed in worldwide and mostly using the OTP short message 
service to transact the payment from the user bank, but that OTP is traced out by the unauthorized applications. As a solution to this problem and to 
protect the message, the Code Inject method and Certificate Less Ring Signature (CLRS) is proposed. Code Inject method consists of Operation 
function and the critical number generate which will generate the modified OTP. The OTP sends through the message is not the original OTP, it is 
modified by Code Inject method. The authorized apps only have the technique to get the original OTP from the modified OTP. With the modified OTP, 
the application cannot transact the amount from bank. 
  
Index Terms: Authentication, Certificate less Ring Signature [CLRS], Code Inject Method, Mobile Application,  One Time   Password [OTP], Public 
Network, Secure Transaction. 

.  ———————————————————— 

 

1 INTRODUCTION        
Mobile Payments are also called as M- Payments which might 
be characterized as any transaction where a smart phone is 
utilized to start, approve and affirm a trade of money as a 
byproduct of products and ventures. Smart phones incorporate 
PDAs, remote tablets and different gadgets that can interface 
with versatile media transmission systems. Transactions can 
be a choice to money, checks, charge cards and platinum 
cards, and can make conceivable new open doors for trade 
comfort. Data that can be perused and comprehended with no 
uncommon measures is called plaintext or clear text. The 
strategy for masking plaintext so as to shroud its substance is 
called encryption. Scrambling plaintext results in 
indistinguishable drivel called cipher text. The way toward 
returning cipher text, to its unique plaintext is called decoding. 
The expression "cloud" as utilized which seems to have its 
roots in system graphs that spoke to the web, or different 
pieces of it, as schematic clouds. Cloud registering was begat 
for when applications and administrations are moved into the 
web cloud. Distributed computing is a sudden seemed 
medium-term it might follow back when PC frameworks 
remotely, time-shared registering assets and applications. 
However, distributed computing alludes to a wide range of 
administrations and applications being conveyed in the web 
cloud [18]. Many organizations are conveying administrations 
from the cloud. Some eminent precedents incorporate the 
accompanying:  
 

 Has a private cloud that it utilizes for conveying Google 
Docs and numerous different administrations to its 
clients, including email get to, record applications, 
content interpretations, maps, web investigation, and 
substantially more.  

 Has Microsoft Office 365 online administration that 
takes into account substance and business knowledge 
devices to be moved into the cloud, and Microsoft as of 
now makes its office applications accessible in a cloud. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 Runs its application set for its clients in a cloud, and its 
Force.com and Vmforce.com items give engineers 
stages to assemble modified cloud administrations.  

 
Cryptography is the exploration of utilizing arithmetic to 
scramble and decode information. Cryptography empowers to 
store delicate data or transmit it crosswise over uncertain 
systems (like the Internet) with the goal that it can't be perused 
by anybody aside from the expected recipient. While 
cryptography is the study of verifying information, 
cryptanalysis is the art of investigating and breaking secure 
correspondence. Traditional cryptanalysis includes an 
intriguing mix of systematic thinking, use of numerical 
apparatuses, design discovering, tolerance, assurance, and 
determination. Cryptanalysts are likewise called attackers. 
Cryptology grasps both cryptography and cryptanalysis [6]. 
 

 Mystery Key Cryptography (SKC):  Mystery key is 
additionally generally called as a Private Key. It Uses 
a solitary key for both encryption and decoding; 
likewise called symmetric encryption. Basically 
utilized for security and privacy.  

 Public Key Cryptography (PKC): It uses one key for 
encryption and another for unscrambling. It 
additionally called asymmetric encryption. Basically 
utilized for validation, non-renouncement, and key 
trade.  

 Hash Functions: It uses a scientific change to 
irreversibly "scramble" data, giving an advanced 
unique mark. Principally utilized for message 
trustworthiness.  

 
The rest of the paper is composed as: Section II describes 
related work and Section III describes the existing system and 
Section IV describes the proposed technique and Section V 
describes experimental analysis and finally section VI 
describes the conclusion. 

 
2 RELATED WORK 
Huang et al proposes mobile payment has been a growing 
trend in recent decades with the booming development of 
communication technologies like 4G. Users can purchase 
almost anything they desire online via their mobile phones, 
such that mobile payments have become incorporated into 
many aspects of daily life. Today, in Hangzhou, China, 
commuters can travel by bus or subway using only their 
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phones [10]. Customers can buy anything they wish in 
supermarkets like Wal-Mart via QR code payment. Blasa et al 
explains that people can also use their phones to perform 
many of their daily activities, such as buying a film ticket, 
purchasing a cup of coffee online, or paying an automobile 
court fine. As such, the mobile-payment process has become 
a very important part of e-commerce, and has developed into 
a convenient and relatively reliable technology [7]. Choche et 
al briefs that Hash function technique is exploited to generate 
ciphers and integrity keys as the crucial component [8]. The 
concept of the security element, i.e., a Trusted Services 
Manager in the proposed scheme, is also adopted to 
guarantee secure mobile communication. A contactless 
payment framework explores cashless installments that don't 
require physical contact between the gadgets utilized in 
shopper installment and POS terminals by the trader. Radio 
recurrence ID (RFID) gadgets can be inserted in the most 
various structures, as the type of cards, key rings, 
incorporated with a watch, cell phones. This sort of installment 
bolsters the three biggest installment framework cards: (Visa 
Contactless), MasterCard (MasterCard PayPass) and 
American Express (ExpressPay). Mainetti et al proposes the 
development of cell phones towards novel Radio Frequency 
(RF) capabilities, Near Field Communication (NFC), prompts a 
potential for conveying imaginative versatile administrations 
which is still mostly unexplored. Portable NFC miniaturized 
scale installments frameworks can improve the day by day 
shopping knowledge, yet the entrance to installment security 
assets of a cell phone by outsider application as hindered by 
advanced mobile phone and OS producers [14]. The IDA-Pay 
framework is introduced, a creative and secure NFC small 
scale installment framework dependent on distributed NFC 
working mode for Android cell phones. It permits to ensure 
portable to-POS small scale installment administrations, 
bypassing the requirement for unique equipment. An approval 
situation is likewise delineated so as to exhibit the framework 
viability. As per such pattern, the reception of Near Field 
Communication (NFC) innovation in the present advanced 
cells pursues precisely the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigma. 
Magnier et al explores that mobile verification frameworks for 
versatile payments regularly use either the web or versatile 
channel separately to affirm the identity solicitation of a remote 
client. Most common action in portable trade is done through 
smart phones [13]. The smart phones are helpless against 
various security dangers because of inclusion of important 
budgetary and individual data. To give secure web exchanges 
utilizing cell phones, multi factorial confirmation systems are 
liked. In multi factor user verification system, the software 
technology using smart phones can be copied to another 
device. The resistance to the signature forgery attack is not 
provided in which a certificate less short signature scheme to 
fit for low-bandwidth communication environment [1]. The 
proposed scheme is efficient and suitable to device with 
constrained storage capacity and provides robust security 
against super type I and II adversaries as well. It seems to be 
a promising candidate technique for securing mobile payments 
with wearable equipment. However, due to the adoption of 
bilinear pairing crypto operation, the computation performance 
and the system scalability is thus limited. 

 
3 EXISTING SYSTEM 
The ever-increasing number of mobile services and online 
transactions involving mobile user‘s sensitive and personal 

information heightens the risk of identity theft attacks and 
other misuses of personal private data. Whenever mobile 
users, uses public network environment for transmitting data is 
not secure. Traditional data protection protocols may not be 
entirely suitable for ensuring data secrecy and integrity during 
the execution of these online transaction services.  
 
3.1 Certificate Less Signature (CLS) 
In general, a CLS scheme consists of six phases, i.e., Setup, 
Partial Private Key Extract, Set Secret Value, Set Public Key, 
Sign, and Verify [20]. 

1. Setup: With a security parameter k, a trusted third 
party (TTP) such as a trusted Key Generation Center 
(KGC) or a Trusted System Authority (TSA), 
generates a master secret key s, a corresponding 
master public key PKKGC, and a set of public 
parameters, i.e., params. 

2.  Partial Private Key Extract: With the master secret 
key s, params and the user i‘s identity IDi, TTP 
generates a partial secret key Di for the user i. 

3. Set Secret Value: The user i randomly selects a 
value xi ∈ Z∗ n as a secret. With params, the user i‘s 
partial private key Di and a chosen secret value xi, the 
user i generates a full private key. 

4. Set Public Key: With params and the user i‘s secret 
value xi, the user i outputs their public key PKi. 

5. Sign: With the message m, this phase outputs a 
signature σi=(Ri,Ti,τi) on m. 

6. Verify: With the signature σi=(Ri,Ti,τi) of the message 
m, this phase returns 1 if σi=(Ri,Ti,τi) is valid, 
Otherwise, it returns 0. 

 
3.2 Disadvantages 
Every transaction leaves a digital Record, which makes some 
peoples concerned about privacy. Most mobile payment 
system use a technology called NFC (NEAR FIELD 
COMMUNICATION) to send transaction data to a payment 
terminal [11]. They‘re only supported by certain phones, and 
not all phones can do it. Customary information insurance 
conventions may not be completely appropriate for 
guaranteeing information mystery and uprightness amid the 
execution of these online exchange administrations. They are 
simpler to follow and each exchange leaves an advanced 
record, which makes a few people to have a thought about 
security. While these are absolutely not posted, there is 
dependably the dread of programmers. They are just upheld 
by specific telephones. Most portable installment frameworks 
utilize an innovation called NFC to send exchange information 
to an installment terminal and not all telephones can do it. 

 
4 PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed scheme takes advantage of Android Pay and a 
refined Certificate Less Ring Signature [CLRS] cryptosystem 
which simultaneously delivers transaction security and also 
achieves payment efficiency in practice. In this system, each 
byte or character array contains a taint tag. A taint tag is a 32-
bit integer data, each bit has a specific correspondence. The 
lower three bits is integrated into the normal transaction 
sessions of Android Pay services as a new secure transaction 
scheme for Android-based mobile payment and the remaining 
bits for future extension. It delivers secure transaction and 
efficient payment is a merit of Android Pay. A refined certificate 
less ring signature cryptosystem is proven to be both accurate 
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and secure via random oracle model. The total computation 
cost is acceptable for a common Internet of Things (IoT)-
based test bed. This innovative mobile payment system which 
supports and delivers secure and easy operating mobile 
payment transactions based on OTP. Unlike other mobile 
payment systems and solutions, the proposed system has 
several features. In proposed model the modules like Payment 
Gateway Initialize, User Registration Phase, Taint tags and 
taint tag verification, which provides secure transaction results. 
The working flow of proposed model is shown in figure 1.  
 
4.1 Payment Gateway Initialize 
Given a security parameter k, a Trusted System Authority 
(TSA) generates a group G of elliptic curve points with prime 
order n and determines a generator P of G. Note that the TSA 
is defined as a trusted security service provided by the Google 
Play Services. In this module, the user interface design to 
develop to add user details. The admin have a right to add the 
details for the user. The admin have default username and 
password to login and give bank access for the user. The 
fingerprint of the user is added with the bank details for the 
further verification. 
 
4.2 Transaction Trust Verification 
Given params, s, IDAP, and IDT, the Trusted System Authority 
(TSA) creates a random number r2∈ Zn

∗, and computes R2 = r2 
· P, h2 =H (IDAP, IDT, R2, PKTSA), and s2 = r2 · IDAP + h2· s 
mod n. IDAP is the identity of the Android Pay platform. Next, 
the TSA sends (s2, R2) to the Android Pay platform. The 
Android Pay platform then verifies the correctness of s2 · P = 
R2 · IDAP + h2 · P KTSA mod n via the following computations. 
If the verification holds, the Android Pay platform creates a Full 
Wallet (F W) containing the details of the Android Pay payment 
credentials for the transaction. Given params, IDAP, IDi, IDT, 
PKAP, (s2, R2), x AP, and FW, the Android Pay platform 
calculates T1 = t1 · P with a random number. 
  

 

4.3 Taint Tags 
Ensuring that the taint tags cannot be removed during the 
internal processing of the system is a challenge. Because the 
SMS message is saved in an array that is created in the heap, 
the taint tag will not be removed during general operations, 
e.g., function calls. However, in the processing of multiple 
cases, the Android system can lose a tag carried by an array. 
This case includes:  

 PC 

 String operations                            

 Single element processing in an array.    

 The Secondary storage of the data 
 
4.4 Taint Tag Verification 
The purpose of proposed system is to protect SMS 
authorization codes. An SMS authorization code is stored in a 
string or a character or byte array which needs to add a taint 
tag. To save memory, there is no need to store tags for other 
types of data. To this end, modify the method of the Array 
class in Android. Because the taint tag is 32-bit (i.e., 4 bytes) 
integer data, the memory space occupied by an Array object 
will increase by 4 bytes. 
 
4.5 Proposed Certificate Less Ring Signature (CLRS) 
Scheme 
A new Certificate Less Ring Signature (CLRS) scheme which 
eliminates the need for the heavy computation of bilinear 
pairings. The efficiency of the proposed scheme can thus be 
guaranteed and it is suitable for mobile communication 
architecture. Robust security is provided under the hardness 
of the ECDLP. The proposed CLRS mechanism consists of six 
phases they are Setup, Partial Private Key Extract, Set Secret 
Value, Set Public Key, Sign, and Verify. The details of these six 
phases are presented as follows and the symbols used in 
scheme are shown in table 1. 

1. Setup: Given a security parameter k, KGC generates a 
group G of elliptic curve points with prime order n and 
determines a generator P of G. Then, KGC chooses a 
master key s ∈ Z∗ n and a secure hash function H: {0, 
1} ∗×G → Z∗ q. Next, KGC calculates a master public 
key PKKGC = s·P. Finally, KGC publishes params= {G, 
P, PKKGC, H} and keeps s securely. 

 
2. Partial Private Key Extract: Given params, s, and the 

identity Idi of user i, KGC generates a random number ri 

∈ Z∗ n, and calculates Ri = ri ·P, hi = H (IDi, Ri, PKKGC), 
and si = ri·IDi +hi·s mod n. Then, KGC returns a partial 
private key Di =( si,R i) to the user who checks the 
validity of Divi whether the equations i ·P = Ri ·Idi+ hi 
·PKKGC mod n holds or not.  

 
3. Set Secret Value: The user i picks a random number xi 
∈ Z∗ n as their own secret value 
 

4. Set Public Key: Given params and xi, the user I 
computes PKi = xi·P as their public key. 
 

5. Sign: Given params, Di, xi and a message m, the user i 
generates a signature for m via the following 
computations. 

 Choose a random number ti ∈ Z∗ n. 

 Compute ki = H(m, Ti, PKi, hi), Ti = ti ·P and τi = ti + ki ·(xi 
+ si)mod n. 

TABLE 1 
SYMBOLS USED IN SCHEME 

Symbols Description 
K Security Parameter 
pki Public key of user ‗i‘ 

Params The system parameters generated by KGC 

σi 
Signature-pair on the message mi with user‘s 
identity IDi 

IDi The User‘s Identity 
xIDi The User‘s secret key 

mi 
The message corresponding to user‘s 
identity IDi 

Vi Signature of user corresponding to user‘s IDi 
n,q Natural number 
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 Output σi=(Ri,Ti,τ i) as the signature of the message m. 
 

6. Verify: Given params, IDi, PK i, m, and σi = (Ri,Ti,τ i), 
the verifierexamines the validity of σi via the following 
computations. 

 Compute hi = H(IDi, Ri, PKKGC) and ki = H(m,Ti, PKi, 
hi).  

 Examine if τi · P = Ti + ki ·( PKi + IDi ·Ri + hi·PKKGC) 
holds. The correctness of the signature   σi = (Ri,Ti,τi) is 
presented as follows: τi·P = ( ti + ki ·(xi + si))·P = ti·P + 
ki·(xi +ri ·IDi + hi ·s)·P = Ti + ki·(xi ·P + ri ·IDi ·P + hi ·s·P) 
= Ti + ki ·((xi ·P + IDi ·Ri) + hi·PKKGC) = Ti + ki ·(PK i+ 
IDi ·Ri + hi ·PKKGC). 

 
4.6 Transaction Process 
The Android Pay Button which is initialized from an instance of 
the Wallet Fragment class on the screen of the application 
follows these steps: 

1 The application at the user‘s side sends a masked 
wallet request to Android Pay. 

2 The Android Pay platform sends a request to the 
Trusted System Authority (TSA) (i.e., a security module 
provided by Google Play Services or a TTT) for the 
verification of this transaction. Given params, s, the 
user i‘s identity IDi and a unique identity for this 
transaction IDT, the TSA generates a random number 
r1∈ Z∗ n, and calculates R1 = r1 ·P, h1 =H(IDi, 
IDT,R1,PKTSA) and s1 = r1·IDi + h1·s mod n. 

3 Next, the TSA returns (s1, R1) to the user with the 
Android-based payment application, while the Android 
Pay platform sends a masked wallet object including a 
unique transaction IDT , the buyer‘s shipping address, 
the buyer‘s email, and the cart items, back to the user 
with the application. 

4 The user with the android application verifies (s1, R1) 
based on the correctness of the equation s1 ·P = R1 
·IDi + h1 ·PKTSA mod n, and at the same time 
examines the masked wallet object received from the 
Android Pay platform. If both examinations hold, the 
application presents a confirmation page showing all 
the related purchase information for this transaction. 
The transaction identity IDT will be renewed if the user 
changes the purchase details or payment method. 
Strong-level adversary is able to replace a public key 
to forge a valid verification message when the 
adversary possesses a corresponding private value. A 
super adversary is able to learn valid verification 
messages for a replaced public key without any 
submission. The security robustness against the super 
Type I adversary and the super Type II adversary. The 
sequential activity is shown in figure 2. Normally, the 
super adversary A may issue the following queries. 

 

 Request Public Key(IDt): 
The adversary A could party t‘s public key PKt, such as 
PK I and PKAP, through the query. In detail, the oracle 
takes as input a query (IDt), where IDt is the party t‘s 
identity. It browses the list L and returns the party t‘s 
public key PKt. 
 

 Replace Public Key (IDt, PKt, PKt):  
The adversary A could replace party t‘s public key PKt, 
such as PKi and PKAP with a new public key PKt through 

the query. In detail, the oracle takes as input a query (IDt, 
PKt, PKt), where IDt is the party t‘s identity. This oracle 
replaces the party t‘s public key with PKt and updates the 
corresponding information in the list L. 
 

 Extract Secret(IDt):  
The adversary A could get party t‘s secret text, such as xi 
and xAP through the query. However, if the party t has 
been asked the Request Public Key query, it returns⊥. In 
detail, this oracle takes as input a query IDt, w and IDt is 
the partyt‘s identity. It browses the list L and returns the 
secret values xt. 
 

 Extract Partial Secret (IDt):  
The adversary A could get party t‘s partial private key Dt= 
(st, Rt), such as (s1,R1) and (s2,R2),through the query. In 
detail, this oracle takes as input a query IDt which is the 
party t‘s identity. It then browses the list L and returns the 
partial private key Dt. 
 

 Super Sign(IDt, mt):  
The adversary A could get asignature σt, i.e.,σ1 and σ2, 
through the query such that true ← Verify(mt ,σt, params, 
IDt, PKt),where PKt is the current public key of party t and 
it may be replaced by A .In detail, the oracle takes as 
input a query (IDt, mt), where IDt denotes the party t‘s 
identity and mt denotes the message to be signed. This 
oracle outputs a signature σt such that true ← Verify(mt, 
σt, params, IDt, PKt). If the public key has not been 
replaced, PKt= PKt, where PKt is the public key returned 
from the oracle Request Public Key (IDt). Otherwise, 
PKt= PKt where PKt is the latest public key value 
submitted to the oracle Replace Public Key(IDt, PKt, PKt). 
The following two games are against super Type I and 
Type II adversaries, respectively. The super type I 
adversary models an outside adversary who is able to 
replace any entity‘s public key with specific values 
chosen by the adversary itself. The super type II 
adversary simulates the malicious KGC (or TSA) 

 

 
 
4.7 Advantages 
A novel transaction process consisting of the implementation 
of the Android Pay API and the designed CLRS cryptosystem 
has several advantages.  
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 The total computation cost of the proposed scheme is 
reasonable and user-acceptable for online 
transactions, in that 2.82 ms at most are required for 
generating (and examining) each verification message. 

 Maintain data privacy and security Customer 
relationship management. 

 Increases the speed and efficiency. 

 The intersection of IoT and payments has created 
several market opportunities for payments companies, 
as well as a number of challenges. 

 In stores, customers speed through checkout when 
they use Google Pay on their mobile device to tap and 
pay. 

 Additional transaction fees does not require when they 
use android application to make purchases. 

 
5 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 
5.1 Security Analysis 
Definition 1 (Discrete logarithm (DL) problem) : Given P ∈ G1, 
xP, find x ∈ Z∗ p. 
Definition 2 (DL assumptions): The advantage of any 
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm in solving the DL 
problem is negligibly small, i.e., DL problem is assumed to be 
difficult to solve.  
 
Proposition 1: Our scheme has strong anonymity as long as 
none of U‘s tickets are revoked even in the face of the TPP, 
but not the PKG. 
 
Proof: 
1. In the ticket issuance protocol, the user is anonymous in 

the face of TPP. U randomly chooses three random 
numbers r0, r1, r2. And then he sends r−11 r2H5 to TPP. 
Assume H5 and H6 are random oracles, the signer is 
difficult, to obtain α = (VU, IDP) from r−11 r2H5 and further 
difficult to obtain IDU from VU = H6 (IDU||r0). The signer 
cannot link a valid signature (α, β, R, S) to the view r 
−11r2H5 because of the randomness of r1 and 
r2.Meanwhile, the signature contains the common 
information, which is embedded by the signer and cannot 
be removed from the signature. Hence the ticket issuance 
protocol has the partial blindness property. 

2. During the payment phase, U sends the ticket to P, during 
the ticket cashing phase, P sends the ticket to TPP. The 
ticket includes U‘s pseudonym VU = H6(IDU||r0). Assume 
H6 is a random oracle and it has good one-way property, P 
does not know U‘s real identity, the same as TPP. So the 
user is anonymous in the face of P and TPP. 

3. During the ticket revocation phase, U sends IDU||r0||Ticket 
to TPP in order to prove that he is the person who applies 
for the ticket. After the  revocation, his identity is leaked. If 
there is no revocation, the identity of U is not known by P, 
TPP and any eavesdropper. The scheme has strong 
anonymity. 

 
Proposition 2: Our scheme has the existential un forgive 
ability against adaptive chosen messages attacks under the 
random oracle model and DL assumption.  
 
Proof: 

1. In order to prove the conclusion, assume that the 
challenger receives an instance (S, xS) of the DL 
problem, his goal is to compute x. A valid Signature 
gives public parameters which runs as subroutine is 
used to find a probabilistic polynomial Turing machine 
which gives public parameters. 

 
5.2 Performance Analysis 
For convenience to evaluate the computation costs of the 
scheme, ignore some operations such as a hash function and 
a multiplication operation since they are quite light in terms of 
load. Since Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm 
requires 94 keys to perform encryption with packet size of 
1024 bytes, the same with decryption, which are also ignored. 
Then time-consuming operations defined in the following 
notations. TP denotes the time of executing a bilinear map 
operation. When executing a bilinear map operation, all 
exponentiations in G2 are transformed into scalar 
multiplications in G1 to get a fast implementation. So use TG1 
to represent the time of executing a scalar multiplication or an 
exponentiation operation. Thus, table 2 shows the comparison 
of proposed system, Certificate Less Ring Signature (CLRS) 
scheme with other Certificate Less Signature  
(CLS) Schemes. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In smart mobile transaction payments, prevalence of smart 
phones develops power to mobile devices. The portable 
clients can have proficient and secure payment which bolster 
client based versatile installments utilizing cell phones. It might 
accomplish greater adequacy. In this paper, proposed method 
designed a Certificate Less Ring Signature (CLRS) 
Cryptosystem have demonstrated a novel transaction process 
consisting of the implementation of the Android Pay API. The 
total computation cost of the proposed scheme is reasonable 
and user-acceptable for online transactions, in that at most are 
required for generating and examining each verification 
message. Furthermore, the security robustness against super-
level malicious adversaries is guaranteed with the derived 
form of all analysis. In brief, according to the analysis and 
evaluation results, it is proved that the proposed transaction 
scheme is practical for common intelligent mobile devices (and 
mobile networks). In the future, the system performance may 
be further improved with the enhancement of the security 
components adopted in the proposed scheme. 
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